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Abstract 

Some floating production, storage, and offloading units (FPSOs) possess disconnectable 

systems to avoid harsh environments. According to a literature survey, the practice is based on 

perceptions and experiences of operators to judge disconnection; however, this paper offers a 

rational approach. A life-cycle cost model is proposed to optimize (1) the disconnection criteria 

and (2) the design of mooring lines under reliability format. Relevant ultimate limit states are 

considered in association with hull, moorings and green water failure. Effects of future failure 

costs is considered (downtime, environmental damage, reputation, etc.). Disconnection criteria 

are then formulated in terms of significant wave height and wind speed limits. Because a 

permanent mooring system may exhibit excessive resistance, it is possible to reduce the lines’ 

thickness until the cost is optimized for non-permanent service. Results for an example in the 

Gulf of Mexico show that important savings can be achieved by implementing the proposed 

optimizations. 

Keywords: disconnection criteria; FPSO; life-cycle cost; mooring system; target reliability 

index; ultimate limit state. 

 

1. Introduction 

Floating production, storage, and offloading (FPSO) systems are a proven technology 

for the development of deep offshore oil fields. Some FPSOs with single-point mooring 

systems (SPMs) can be disconnected to avoid extreme environmental loads, sail toward 

sheltered areas, and restart operations when the weather becomes benign. 

Disconnectable systems have several advantages such as lowering design loads, 

reducing risk to asset damage, making the production of lost infrastructure autonomous 
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and eliminating the need of helicopter evacuations (Daniel et al. 2013). However, 

complex mechanisms are required for disconnection and reconnection (Shimamura 

2002). 

Disconnectable SPMs for FPSOs can be classified into (Li et al. 2014) those with fast 

[see for example Mastrangelo et al. (2007), Daniel et al. (2013) and Leon (2016)] and 

regular disconnection functions [see for example Aanesland et al. (2007)]. The former 

necessitate self-propulsion to avoid cyclonic storms and the latter cannot really evade 

storms but could be upgraded. 

In the codes, disconnectable floating production systems are required to withstand the 

maximum design conditions when the threshold environment for disconnection is 

reached (API 2001) and to possess self-propulsion (ABS 2014; LR 2016); nevertheless, 

it is outside the scope of these codes to set any disconnection criteria. 

Life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) consists of adding the initial costs such as engineering, 

purchase, fabrication and installation costs, to future costs such as failure, operation, 

maintenance, and decommissioning. Stahl (1986) proposed its application for fixed 

offshore structures and Bea (1994) for crude-oil carriers. In 1994 and 1997, the 

International Ship and Offshore Structures Congress (ISSC) adopted the LCCA as tool 

to evaluate the risks of ship structures (Béghin 2010). 

LCCA has been used to optimize reliability indices for the design of fixed offshore 

structures (Stahl et al. 2000; Kübler & Faber 2004; Campos et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2016), 
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to establish reliability-based inspection plans (Moan 2011) and to define a lower deck 

elevation for fixed offshore platforms (Campos et al. 2015). Bayesian probabilistic 

network-based consequence models have been used to derive target reliability indices 

for the design of FPSOs (Faber et al. 2012; Heredia-Zavoni et al. 2012). A 

multidisciplinary optimization of vessel costs with an enhanced multiple-objective 

collaborative optimizer was developed for the design of naval ships (Temple & Collette 

2017). 

Marine operations have also been optimized, such as those of the transfer arm for 

liquefied natural gas in combination with a fuzzy logic algorithm (Nwaoha 2014), the 

ship oil-drain intervals with oil-analysis program data interpretation (Langfitt & 

Haselbach 2016), vessel chartering strategies for offshore wind farms (Dalgic, Lazakis, 

Dinwoodie, et al. 2015; Dalgic, Lazakis, Turan, et al. 2015) and overall wind farms 

costs (Lagaros et al. 2015). 

The objective of this paper is to derive the target reliability index for the ultimate limit 

state (ULS) design of lines in disconnectable mooring systems with fast disconnection 

function. A target reliability index and associated limit conditions are obtained by 

minimizing the life-cycle costs. 

The current condition for FPSO disconnection is the occurrence of cyclonic storms. 

Although extensive research has been conducted on the life-cycle cost-based 

optimization of offshore structures, to our knowledge, no attempt has been made to 

optimize the disconnection criteria. In this regard, this paper offers a novel approach to 
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determine the maximum environmental conditions that the mooring system shall 

withstand as well as a criterion for reliability-based design in ULS. Even though it is 

out of the scope for this study, the proposed model can be easily extended for other 

limit states and for permanent mooring systems. 

2. Life-cycle cost model 

The expected present value of the total life-cycle cost TC  can be expressed as 

      T I FE C E C E C    (1) 

where  E   denotes expected value, IC  is the initial costs and FC  the future costs. 

 I IE C C  is a reasonable approximation. Neglecting the failure-independent 

operational expenditure, Eq. (1) is rewritten as 

    T I i fiE C C c P    (2) 

where ic  is the expected future cost for the i -th limit state as a function of its annual 

probability of failure 
fiP . 

2.1 Components of Future costs 

A holistic model proposed by De Leon and Ang (2008) is employed and extended by 

including reputational losses, which have shown to be relevant to firms (Eckert & 

Gatzert 2017). Each future cost (failure cost or risk expenditure) can then be written as 

                i fi Ri Mi Wi Li EDi DPi RDic P E C E C E C E C E C E C E C            (3)  
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where the cost components comprise replacement RiC , mobilization MiC , wounds WiC , 

life loss LiC , environmental damage EDiC , deferred production DPiC  and reputational 

damage RDiC . 

Six limit states are considered in the model and reported in Table 1. A rigorous 

discussion of FPSO limit states is available in an HSE report (Noble Denton Europe Ltd 

2001). 

 

Table 1. Limit states and assumptions for calculating failure costs. 

Limit state Definition Assumptions 

(I) ULS hull midship 

section 

The acting vertical bending 

moment equals or exceeds the hull 

ultimate strength 

The whole FPSO must be replaced 

with the exception of the subsea 

systems 

(II) ULS mooring system 

(one line failure) 

The acting tension equals or 

exceeds the breaking load of one 

mooring line 

One mooring line must be replaced 

(III) ULS mooring system 

(two or more line failures) 

The acting tension equals or 

exceeds the breaking load of two 

or more mooring lines 

FPSO drifts off of position, breaking 

subsea umbilicals and risers 

(IV) ULS green water at Abnormal wave access to deck in Damage to accommodation area 
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accommodation area accommodation area 

(V) ULS green water not 

at accommodation area 

Abnormal wave access to deck in 

process or utility areas 

Damage to tanks and processing 

equipment 

(VI) Disconnection FPSO is disconnected to avoid 

anticipated extreme loads 

FPSO is disconnected, mobilized to 

port under self-propulsion, 

re-mobilized to site, and reinstalled 

 

2.2 Expected future costs 

By following Stahl (1986), a general future cost GiC  at time t  can be estimated by 

means of the annual inflation rate r  in the form of 

  expGi Git t
C C rt


   (4) 

where 
GiC  is the equivalent cost of failure evaluated at 0t  . 

By bringing the future costs to 0t  , Eq. (4) becomes 

    
0

exp expGi Git
C C rt jt


    (5) 

where j  is the annual discount rate. 

The expected future cost is given by 

                         
0

e x p
T

G i G i f iE C C P k t d t                      (6)  
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where k j r   is the net annual discount rate and T  is the project life. 

Solving the integral in Eq. (6) for the costs components in Eq. (3), the following is 

obtained: 

   PVFRi Ri fE C C P   (7) 

   PVFMi Mi fE C C P   (8) 

   PVFWi Wi fE C C P   (9) 

   PVFLi Li fE C C P   (10) 

   PVFEDi EDi fE C C P   (11) 

   PVFRDi RDi fE C C P   (12) 

where 

  PVF 1 exp kT k       (13) 

is the present value function. 

Furthermore, if the FPSO fails at t , the deferred production cost under the assumption 

of replacement after failure is given by 

          exp exp
i

i

T T T

DPi
t t T

C t R k t d R k t d     



               (14) 

where  R t  is the revenue stream from the product exploitation at t  and iT  is the 

period of deferred production. Substitution of Eq. (14) into (6) gives 
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0

exp
T

DPi fi DPiE C P C t kt dt  .  (15) 

2.3 Probability of failure 

Using the underscore to indicate random variables, the event that the FPSO is 

connected is defined by the space S L LH H U U   , where 
SH  is the significant 

wave height, LH  is the significant wave height limit for disconnection, U  is the wind 

speed, and LU  is the wind speed limit for disconnection. Noting that the FPSO can 

only fail in the said space, the probability of failure is written as 

   Pfi i i S L LP S H H U U     R   (16) 

where  P   denotes the probability, iS  is the solicitation (load or demand), and iR  

is the resistance (strength or capacity) for the i -th limit state. 

Regarding limit state (I), two failure modes are possible: hogging and sagging bending 

moment failures and therefore Eq. (16) takes the form of 

      1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
P 0 0

f hog sw wv hog sag sw wv sag S L L
P S S S S H H U U

 
           R R  (17)  

where 1,hogR  is the hull ultimate strength in the hogging condition, 1,swS  is the 

still-water bending moment, 1,wv hogS   is the hogging vertical wave-induced bending 

moment, 1,sagR  is the hull ultimate strength in the sagging condition, and 1,wv sagS   is 

the sagging vertical wave-induced bending moment. 

For the mooring system, each line is a serial system composed of various sections. The 

probability that one line gets broken is conveniently expressed as 
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                    2
P 1

f S L L
P N H H U U                          (18)  

and the probability that two or more lines get broken is 

                     3
P 2

f S L L
P N H H U U                         (19)  

where N  states for the number of broken lines. 

The probability of green water at the accommodation area can be calculated as 

                      4 4
P 0

f S L L
P S H H U U                        (20)  

and the probability of green water at other areas is expressed as 

                       5 5
P 0

f S L L
P S H H U U                       (21)  

where 4S  and 5S  represent the vertical relative motion of the deck with respect to the 

wave surface at the accommodation area and other areas, respectively. 

The failure space for limit state (VI) is the complement of the connected FPSO event 

space, i.e. 

                       6
P .

f S L L
P H H U U                          (22)  

2.4 Optimization of disconnectable moorings 

The optimum expected life-cycle cost can be stated as 

         min , , , 0, 0,Topt I fi L L L LC C P H U H U         (23) 
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which is associated with an optimum LH  and an optimum LU . 

Furthermore, the optimization of 
ToptC  is possible by solving 

    min , 0,Topt moor ToptC C  
        (24) 

where 
Topt moorC 

 is the optimum expected life-cycle cost for an optimized mooring 

system and  moor R  is a function that characterizes the mooring system resistance 

moorR . For this model, the functions of   are:  IC  ,  2RC  ,  2MC  ,  3RC  , 

 3MC  ,  2fP  , and  3fP  . In Section 4.2,  moor R  is taken as the minimum 

breaking load (MBL). 

Because limit states (II) and (III) exclude each other, the probability of failure of the 

mooring system 
fmoorP  is simply calculated as 

                        
2 3fmoor f fP P P                              (25)  

and the mooring system reliability index moor  is defined as 

  1

moor fmoorP     (26) 

where  1   is the inverse standard normal cumulative distribution function. 

The target moor  is the one associated with 
Topt moorC 

 in Eq. (24) because this value 

minimizes the life-cycle cost of a disconnectable FPSO. 

The proposed life-cycle cost model was implemented in a Matlab routine which 

algorithm is given in Fig. 1. 
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Figure. 1. Flow chart for the optimization of disconnectable FPSO mooring lines. 
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3. Applied example 

3.1 FPSO characteristics 

Let a hypothetical tanker-based FPSO be considered for service in the Mexican Gulf of 

Mexico in a 3,100 m water depth over 15 yr with dimensions presented in Table 2. Her 

mooring system is of the SPM buoy turret mooring type with fast disconnection 

function (self-propulsion included). 

Table 2. FPSO main particulars. 

Particular Dimension 

Length between perpendiculars 239 m 

Breadth 42 m 

Depth 21 m 

Dead weight 108,000 t 

Total cargo capacity 107,000 m3 (680,000 bbl) 

The mooring system consists 12 taut legs organized in three clusters. Each line is 

composed of a 114.3 mm × 150 m grade 4 chain bottom section; a 190.5 mm × 3,704 m 

polyester section; and a 114.3 mm × 150 m grade 4 chain top section in length. The 

system was designed according to industry-accepted guidelines (API 2005; DNV GL 

2015). 
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3.2 Solicitation metamodels 

A metamodel approach was used to approximate the solicitations as functions 

of several input parameters. Background (Fang et al. 2006) and applications are 

documented elsewhere (Yang & Zheng 2011; Garrè & Rizzuto 2012; Cabrera-Miranda 

& Paik 2017). 

Latin hypercube sampling was applied to select 50 scenarios (see Table 3). The wave 

parameters were taken from DNV (2014), and wind and current distributions were 

derived from data in API (2007). The directions of the environment were approximated 

by means of directional functions, and the vessel’s draft was an assumption. 

 

Table 3. Probabilistic distribution of input variables for the solicitation metamodels. 

Variable Unit Distribution 

Significant wave height m Weibull ( =1.81,  =1.47) 

Zero-crossing wave period s Lognormal distribution 

(
0.1580.7 0.95 SH   , 

0.07 0.1685  

exp[ 0.0312 SH ]) 

Wave direction angle with respect 

to peak direction 

rad Directional function ( s =5) 
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1-h average wind speed at 10 m 

above sea level 

m·s-1 Log-normal ( =0.61, 

=0.725) 

Wind direction angle respect to 

peak direction 

rad Directional function ( s =5) 

Current speed at surface m·s-1 Log-normal ( =−1.1187, 

=0.432) 

Current direction angle respect to 

peak direction 

rad Directional function ( s =5) 

Draft m Uniform (6.38,15.85) 

 

For each scenario, station-keeping analyses were conducted with ANSYS Aqwa in the 

time-domain. Irregular waves were defined by the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, the 

wind by the ISO spectrum, and the current by a slab profile. From the responses time 

series (see Fig. 2), maximum responses were obtained or minimum where relevant 

(sagging moment and vertical relative motion). Throughout this paper, results for 

mooring line tensions are shown for the most loaded line. 
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Figure. 2. Time-domain series of FPSO responses of a typical scenario for (a) 

mooring line tension at the top chain section, (b) vertical wave-induced bending 

moment, and (c) deck vertical motion relative to the wave surface at bow. 

 

The responses are then used to construct Kriging metamodels for the solicitations by 

means of the ooDACE Matlab toolbox (Couckuyt et al. 2010; Couckuyt et al. 2012; 

Ulaganathan et al. 2015). Overall, 42 metamodels were computed and some examples 

are shown in Fig. 3. Initially, metamodels were inaccurate for extreme loads, and 

therefore 10 additional scenarios were uniformly sampled between the maximum 

values of the LHS and the 100 yr return period conditions to improve predictions. 

Furthermore, wind speed and its direction, and current speed and its direction were 

excluded from the models for bending moments to reduce the mean error. 
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Figure 3. Predicted solicitations by Kriging metamodels (variables not shown are set to 

mean value) for (a) mooring line tension at the top chain section, (b) hogging vertical 

wave-induced bending moment, and (c) deck vertical motion relative to the wave 

surface at bow. 

 

3.3 Reliability analysis 

The still-water bending moment in Table 4 was described by a bimodal distribution 

(Ivanov et al. 2011). Considering that FPSOs are sometimes operated under still-water 

loads above the rule moment (Huang & Moan 2005), 1.3 times the design still-water 

bending moment (IACS 2017) was employed. Moments minima were taken as 6% of 

the design moments. Furthermore, 0.6 coefficient of variation for both hogging and 

sagging was used. 

Table 4. Random variables for the reliability analysis. 

Description Unit Distribution 

Still-water bending 

moment 

Nm Bimodal from truncated normal for sagging ( 

=−1.347×109,  =8.08×108, lb =−2.57×109, ub
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=−1.19×108, sK =0.6) and truncated normal for 

hogging (  =1.735×109,  =1.04×109, lb  

=1.53×108, ub =3.31×109, hK =0.4) 

Ultimate hull girder 

strength in hogging 

Nm Log-normal (  =22.99,  =0.09975) 

Ultimate hull girder 

strength in sagging 

Nm Log-normal (  =22.797,  =0.09975) 

Ultimate strength for chain N Log-normal (  =16.2826,  =0.0499) 

Ultimate strength for 

polyester rope 

N Log-normal (  =16.1148,  =0.0499) 

 

In Table 4, the mean of the hull resistance was taken as the ultimate strength for a 

double-hull oil tanker of similar dimensions with half corrosion addition (Kim et al. 

2014) and the coefficient of variation was taken as 0.1 (Sun & Bai 2001). The 

parameters for mooring lines resistances were taken from Vazquez-Hernandez et al. 

(2006). 

A total of 1×106 Monte Carlo simulations were carried out for 47 variables. Fig. 4 

illustrates the probability density functions (PDFs) for solicitations and resistances. 

Afterwards, limit state violations were evaluated, and the failure probabilities were then 
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estimated in Fig. 5 as functions of a single disconnection criterion, where LH  and LU  

have been normalized with respect to the 100 yr return period significant wave height 

100H  (10.13 m) and 100 yr return period 1 hour average wind speed 100U  (48 m·s-1), 

respectively. It is concluded that 
6

2 1 10fP    and 
6

3 1 10fP   . 

 

 

Figure 4. PDF of resistances (dot-dashed line) and solicitations (continuous line) for 

FPSO limit states without disconnection: (a) hogging bending moment, (b) sagging 

bending moment, (c) tension at top-chain section, (d) tension at intermediate polyester 

section, (e) green water at accommodation, (f) green water at bow, (g) significant wave 

height and optimum disconnection limit, (h) wind speed and optimum disconnection 

limit. 
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Figure 5. Probabilities of failure as function of (a) significant wave height limit and (b) 

wind speed limit. 

 

3.3 Life-cycle cost analysis 

Initial and future costs for replacement were calculated by means of QUE$TOR, a 

capital/operational expenditure cost estimation software for oil and gas projects (IHS 

Markit 2017). Wounds, life loss and environmental damage costs were estimated based 

on local regulations. Reputational damage costs were taken as percentage of market 

value losses (Aon Oxford Metrica 2011) respect to environmental damage costs (BP 

2015) for the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. Costs are summarized in Table 5 for 12% net 

annual discount rate. 

 

Table 5. Equivalent cost of failure at 0t  . 

Limit state IR CC  IM CC  IW CC  
IL CC  IED CC     PVF

DP I f
E C C P  RD IC C  

(I) 0.8937 0.0006 0.0000 0.0060 >30 0.1892 >60 

(II) 0.0021 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007 0.0000 
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(III) 0.1063 0.0006 0.0023 0.0023 0.0091 0.1285 0.0163 

(IV) 0.0025 0.0004 0.0012 0.0012 0.0047 0.0011 0.0083 

(V) 0.0079 0.0004 0.0009 0.0009 0.0034 0.0011 0.0061 

(VI) 0.0000 0.0127 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011 0.0000 

 

The revenue stream was obtained by calculating oil sales from the approximate 

production profile in Fig. 6 and then deducting production costs calculated with 

QUE$TOR, royalties and taxes. In Fig. 6, the annual production rate tq  is normalized 

with respect to the depletion rate at peak production 
apd . 

 

 

Figure 6. Actual (dotted line) and approximate (solid line) hydrocarbon liquid 

production profile. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Calculated optimum disconnection criteria 

Life-cycle costs were evaluated for 1000 1LH H   and 1000 1LU U   in 50×50 

mesh points. Results are plotted in Fig. 7(a). The optimum disconnection criteria were 

found at the cost minimum and associated variables are summarized in the second row 

of Table 6, where 
0IC  is the initial cost for the rule-based designed mooring system. 

Fig. 8 shows that the solicitations are reduced after disconnection is implemented. 

 

Figure 7. Expected life-cycle cost for FPSO with (a) a rule-based designed mooring 

system and (b) an optimized mooring system (optimum is shown as red point). 
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Table 6. Calculated optimum disconnection criteria and mooring lines reliability index. 

Case LH  
LU  6fP  

(downtime 

per yr) 

 
0IT CCE  

without 

disconnection 

0ITopt CC  
moor  with 

optimum 

disconnection 

Mooring 

line 

diameter 

FPSO with 

rule-based 

designed 

mooring lines 

3.99 m 48 

m/s 

0.0408 1.1583 1.0039 >4.753 114.3 mm 

chain, 

190.5 mm 

polyester 

FPSO with 

optimized 

mooring lines 

3.99 m 48 

m/s 

0.0408 1.1391 0.9846 2.189 (target) 68.8 mm 

chain, 

125.45 

mm 
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Figure 8. Exceedance curves for solicitations without disconnection (dash-dotted line) 

and with optimum disconnection (solid line). 

4.2 Calculated target reliability index for mooring system 

The optimum expected life-cycle costs were calculated as a function of the same MBL 

for all line sections, still holding different probabilistic distributions. First, relevant 

costs were calculated in Fig. 9. Monte Carlo simulation was then performed to obtain 

the resistance distribution for each mooring section. Afterwards, the optimum life-cycle 

costs were calculated as function of MBL (see Fig. 10). This approach assumes that the 

lines’ loads remain unchanged. 
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Figure 9. Initial and future costs at present time in association with mooring line 

resistance. 

 

 

Figure 10. Optimum life-cycle cost and associated variables as function of mooring 

line resistance. 

 

The costs for the optimized mooring system design are plotted in Fig. 7(b). The 

probability of failure at the optimum is 
21.43 10fmoorP    and the associated 

parameters are presented in the last row of Table 6. The calculated target reliability 

index, 2.1897, is recommended to be raised to 2.3 in order to comply with suggested 

values for the ULS design of structures with relative high effort to achieve reliability 
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and insignificant expected failure consequences (Rackwitz 2000). 

Fig. 11 illustrates how the safety margin has been optimized for the mooring lines. Fig. 

12 shows that the probability of failure for the mooring system is dominated by the 

failure of one line rather than by the failure of two or more lines. 

 

 

Figure 11. Comparison of PDF for solicitation and resistance before and after 

optimization. 

  

Figure 12. Probabilities of failure for optimum mooring system. 

5. Conclusions 

The objective of the present study has been to derive a target reliability index for the 

design of mooring lines of disconnectable FPSOs. Said goal has been fulfilled by 

means of a life-cycle cost model which can be used to optimize the disconnection 
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criteria and subsequently to obtain a design criterion under reliability format. 

A hypothetical tanker-shaped FPSO was used to illustrate the application of the model. 

The calculated target reliability index for the disconnectable mooring system is 2.189 

and the limit significant wave height is 3.99 m. Wind speed was found not to be a 

relevant parameter for this problem. 

The results of the applied example show that savings of up to 17% of the initial cost of 

the project can be achieved if optimization of the disconnectable mooring system is 

carried out (see Table 6). Although these features cannot be generalized, cuts to capital 

and risk expenditures for FPSO projects can be expected if the proposed optimizations 

are implemented. 
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